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What Does This Bill Do?
This Bill amends the Massachusetts post-foreclosure tenant law, G.L. c. 186a, to allow homeowners and
their families, if they fulfill the responsibilities of tenancy, to remain in their homes and pay rent after
foreclosure under limited circumstances and for a limited period of time. It also strengthens G.L. c. 186a
for all post-foreclosure tenants by, for instance, clarifying how penalties for violations are imposed.
In order for the former owner to remain as an occupant after foreclosure, several conditions must be met:
1) the purchaser at foreclosure must be either the holder of the mortgage or in the post-foreclosure
investment business. If someone not in mortgaging or post-foreclosure investment business buys the
property at foreclosure, that person may file an eviction against the former owner as allowed by current
law; 2) The former homeowner must comply with basic occupancy obligations – pay the rent (equal to
HUD fair market rent), not cause a nuisance, not commit illegal acts, etc.; 3) If the former homeowner
does not comply with these standard rules, the purchaser at foreclosure can bring an eviction action
against the former homeowner; 4) The purchaser at foreclosure may also bring an eviction action against
the former homeowner if there is a binding purchase and sale agreement on the property with a bona fide
new owner/occupant purchaser or if the property is sold.
Three other bills filed:
An Act to Facilitate Alternatives to Foreclosure, Judicial Foreclosure, Cancellation of Tax on
Foreclosure Sale (in line with Federal Tax Law)
How Will Preventing Unnecessary Vacancies in Foreclosed Homes Help?
Massachusetts has been the 10th hardest hit state by increasing vacant properties with their concomitant
homelessness, destruction of neighborhoods, property values and municipal tax base. Between 2000 and
2010, Massachusetts experienced a staggering 72.2% increase in non-seasonal vacancies. Like
“underwater” properties, vacancies are one of the most damaging aspects of the foreclosure crisis in our
state. Even though in 2010, the Massachusetts state legislature passed critical, ground breaking legislation
protecting the rights of former tenants post-foreclosure as part of An Act Relative to Foreclosures proudly
filed by MAAPL, the new Chapter 186a did not protect the majority of post-foreclosure occupants: the
prior homeowner-residents who become tenants-at-sufferance, by state law, upon foreclosure.
Preventing Unnecessary Vacancies in Foreclosed Homes extends the benefits of on-going, responsible
occupancy across our entire state. With those benefits, come increased neighborhood stability while
decreasing the economic costs to our communities and overall economy. This protects the fabric of our
neighborhood, ensures the housing stock and maintains assets as a revenue stream for the lenders until
resale. In multi-unit buildings, the emptying out of just the former owner’s household undermines the
safety and well-being of the remaining prior tenant households and the surrounding neighborhood.
Vacating of a foreclosed property compounds the damage of foreclosure; in Boston, for example, the
vacating of one property costs neighbors, residents and the City between $190 thousand to $1.072 million

Won’t Protecting Former Tenants Post-Foreclosure Have a Big Enough Impact?
In 2010, 53% of occupants post-foreclosure were actually former homeowners, not prior renters. This
percentage continues to increase as the foreclosure crisis spreads geographically into all areas of the state
with fewer tenants and increased numbers of owner-occupants. The majority of foreclosures initially hit
working class, urban, gateway cities and towns such as Chelsea, Worcester, Lynn, Brockton, and
Framingham but now reach Massachusetts’ rural communities and into the heart of wealthy suburbs. A
2010 January MassHousing Partnership study states “The majority of distressed or bank-owned properties

are located throughout scores of the state's outlying communities….. The rural towns of Winchendon,
Ashburnham, and Athol have some of highest concentrations of foreclosures in the state.” National
Consumer Law Center’s November 2011 report, re-affirmed that Massachusetts was on track for almost
another 100,000 foreclosures. The Boston Federal Reserve figures show the vast majority of foreclosures
today are of prime loans because of inflated property values at their origination date not subprime loans.
This bill prevents the eviction of tenants in foreclosed properties who were previously owner occupants if
they are willing and able to be responsible tenants. It requires they meet all the standard tenant
responsibilities to protect the property, not create a nuisance, pay fair market rents as defined by the
federal government. Research shows that length of occupancy is even more important to commitment to
upkeep of property and stabilization of a community.
How do Former Homeowners Now Become Tenants by State Law? Could They Ever be Evicted?
Massachusetts law separates the rights and responsibilities of homeownership from those of occupancy.
By law, homeowners post foreclosure become tenants-at-sufferance and already have some of the rights
and responsibilities of regular tenants such as eviction only through court. This Bill applies to occupants
in residential property while it is owned and managed by foreclosing lenders and post-foreclosure
investors. It defines the circumstances for eviction and requires former homeowners to meet tenant
obligations such as paying rent.
The tenancy rights and responsibilities extended by this bill does not represent a barrier to repurchase of
the property. Responsible tenants are an attraction to investors looking to purchasing property. In the case
of potential new owner-occupants, the signing of a purchase and sale agreement triggers the right of the
lending institution currently owning the property to evict existing occupants before resale.

Why Do We Need to Prevent Unnecessary Vacancies in Foreclosed Homes?
Benefits to individuals, neighborhoods and municipalities are starting to flow from the new law’s
implementation, protecting the numerous households prepared to pay and be responsible tenants. Insuring
properties remain occupied while awaiting resale to long-term owner occupants has provided protection
to Massachusetts’ critical housing stock. It bolsters our neighborhoods, schools and religious institutions
by preserving long-term households in our communities. Stopping the vacating of post-foreclosure homes
also arrests increased blight, neglect and the downward impact on property values.
In addition, the presence of tenants ensures a revenue stream for post-foreclosure owners and protects
their assets as their properties’ longevity is protected and extended by responsible occupancy. It avoids
additional economic harm of vacancy on top of foreclosure to our property values, municipal tax bases,
system of homeless services and portfolios of our community banks and credit unions. Tenant protections
enacted in 2010 has primarily benefited those urban, “gateway” communities with high percentages of
renters in residential properties. We need to extend these vital economic benefits across the state.
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